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Overview
One of today’s biggest challenges for data storage is
the ability to make files accessible to users no matter
where they are as organizations continue to support
a distributed workforce.
The Nasuni File Data Platform now offers Nasuni
Access Anywhere add-on service to strategically
address the security and performance needs of hybrid
and remote workers.
How it enhances the Nasuni File Data Platform:
When combined with Nasuni’s core platform capabilities,
Nasuni Access Anywhere delivers high-performance file
access for remote and hybrid (distributed) users along
with productivity tools that let them manage files
from anywhere on any device. Additionally, integration
with collaborative tools provides a seamless workflow
across Microsoft Office 365, Microsoft Teams, Slack,
and corporate file shares to ensure easy and secure
access to critical corporate data.
Prerequisites: Nasuni Access Anywhere add-on
service requires the Nasuni Access Anywhere server.

Business Benefits
 implified hybrid work
S
infrastructure: Single solution
instead of many point solutions that
supports remote user productivity,
high performance file access and
leading collaboration platforms.
Increased user productivity:
Intuitive productivity tools for hybrid
and remote users, and projects
teams that allow them to synchronize,
manage, search, and access files
from anywhere.
 nhanced project collaboration:
E
Frictionless workflow between leading
collaboration platforms and corporate
file shares backed by limitless, affordable
object storage.

Use Cases

Key Features

Nasuni Access Anywhere offers a comprehensive
solution for organizations with distributed workers,
and should be deployed to ensure uniform experience
is delivered when it comes to corporate file shares
across any location.

PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS:

Offices with limited infrastructure:
Offices with limited infrastructure, often serverless,
need a solution that lets users access, search,
and collaborate on files, without extra investment
in VPN connections and local file servers.
Essential to provide access to central file data
while maintaining control.
Remote and hybrid users:
Users need to stay in sync with ongoing projects
from remote locations. Users often struggle with
limited connectivity and require high performance
while working remotely and offline. Even with high
latency, maintaining connection during file sharing
tends to be challenging.
Secure external files and folder collaboration:
Organizations working with clients, contractors,
and, joint-venture partners need to share files without
compromising control, performance, or security.
Collaboration platform users needing access
to corporate file share:
Microsoft Teams, Microsoft Office 365, and Slack
users need frictionless access to file shares
that complement their workflow across different
collaborative tools in a secure environment.

File Transfer Acceleration: Upload, download, and
copy files with remarkable speed despite low bandwidth
and network latency. Large files are split into pieces,
sent in parallel over multiple streams and reassembled in
a continuous file.
Cloud Drive: Works as a network drive, providing local
view of remote data. Local cache for folder metadata
and active files. Users can also manage locks, share files,
and, search from Cloud Drive.
Desktop Sync: Allows access via local desktop file
system for working offline.
Metadata Search: Smart data indexing provides the
basis for file metadata search.
Remote File Edit: Allows end users to open and edit files
through the Access Anywhere web interface directly on the
desktop (Windows or Mac). This works independently of backend storage. Runs on the desktop and makes editing easier.

INTEGRATIONS
Microsoft Teams, Microsoft Office 365, and Slack
integration: Store, search, browse, and edit files from within
Teams. Edit documents through Microsoft Office online apps.

ACCESS & SECURITY
VPN-less Access: Provides, reliable connectivity to
edge file servers over untrusted networks like the Internet
without a VPN.
2FA Secure Anywhere: Enables users to copy, move,
lock, and share files and folders from the web, desktop, and
mobile directly and securely with two-factor authentication.

EXTERNAL COLLABORATION
External File/Folder Share: Users can share content
with external parties, and add watermarks to protect
documents and maintain authenticity.

ABOUT NASUNI CORPORATION

Nasuni Corporation is a leading provider of file data services. The Nasuni file data platform is a cloud-native replacement for traditional network
attached storage (NAS) and file server infrastructure, consolidating file data in easily expandable cloud object storage at a fraction of the
cost. Nasuni also eliminates the need for complex legacy file backup, disaster recovery, remote access, and file synchronization technologies,
dramatically simplifying IT administration and enhancing worker productivity. Organizations worldwide rely on Nasuni to easily access and
share file data globally from the office, home or on the road. Sectors served by Nasuni include manufacturing, construction, creative services,
technology, pharmaceuticals, consumer goods, oil and gas, financial services, and public sector agencies. Nasuni’s corporate headquarters
is based in Boston, Massachusetts, USA delivering services in over 70 countries around the globe. For more information, visit www.nasuni.com.
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